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Overview 
In order to operate properly over UT layer implementations that perform their own 
retransmission, CFDP in unacknowledged mode must better tolerate the routine arrival of 
metadata and file data after the arrival of the EOF PDU for the same transaction.  A 
simple solution would be for EOF arrival to trigger a timer cycle, similar to the NAK 
timer cycle in acknowledged mode, that checks transaction completeness periodically. 

Problem 
CFDP is designed primarily for operation over space communication links, nominally 
CCSDS Telemetry and Telecommand, operating at what the CFDP Blue Book terms the 
“UT layer” (Unitdata Transfer layer).  A key characteristic of such links is that data arrive 
in the order in which they were transmitted: reordering of data due to route variation is 
precluded by the absence of any network or routing infrastructure, and reordering due to 
data loss and retransmission is precluded by the absence of retransmission in the link 
protocols. 
When CFDP runs over the Internet, a UT layer implemented using TCP will exhibit this 
same behavior: TCP automatically reorders received data into transmission order before 
presenting it to the overlying layer.  In Internet-based interoperability testing we have 
found that even when CFDP runs over a UT layer implemented in UDP (which does not 
repair data reception order), route variation in the Internet rarely results in PDU arrival 
out of transmission order. 
The design of CFDP relies heavily on this expectation: 

• The procedures for incremental lost segment detection assume that data loss can 
be inferred from discontinuity in the sequence of offsets and lengths in 
successively received file data segment PDUS. 

• The procedures for handling EOF PDUs assume that any metadata or file data not 
received at the moment of EOF reception were lost en route. 

A number of NASA missions now in development plan to effect retransmission of lost 
CFDP data by retransmitting link-layer frames rather than relying on the retransmission 
performed by CFDP itself in acknowledged mode.  Link-layer retransmission will result 
in the routine arrival of CFDP PDUs out of transmission order, violating the central 
CFDP design assumption described above.  Similarly, when CFDP runs over the new 
Bundling protocol (a component of delay-tolerant networking) with reliable transport 
protocols operating at lower layers, out-of-transmission-order data arrival may result not 
only from UT-layer retransmission but also from route variation in the delay-tolerant 
network. 



Since retransmission is accomplished by link-layer mechanisms in these scenarios, 
CFDP’s acknowledged mode procedures are not necessary; the missions therefore would 
prefer to operate CFDP in unacknowledged mode.  However, as currently specified, 
unacknowledged-mode CFDP must terminate the transaction upon reception of an EOF 
(No-error) PDU; any subsequently received metadata or file data, which might repair 
gaps in the received file, may be ignored.  As a result, a compliant CFDP implementation 
may prematurely deliver incomplete files while discarding subsequently received data 
that could complete those files.  

Proposed Solution 
If the Notice of Completion issued upon EOF (No error) PDU reception in 
unacknowledged mode were simply deferred until all retransmitted data had arrived, the 
user application would be insulated from the effects of retransmission within the UT 
layer.  This could be accomplished by means of periodic re-examination of the unfinished 
transaction in a manner analogous to the operation of the NAK timer loop in 
acknowledged mode. 
The revision to the CFDP Recommended Standard required to implement this change 
would be relatively minor, as detailed below: 
1.  Change 4.1.6.3.2 from: 

Receipt of an EOF (No error) PDU shall cause the receiving CFDP entity to issue 
a Notice of Completion (Completed). 
 
NOTE  –    Unacknowledged-mode transactions always terminate on receipt of the 

EOF (No error) PDU; therefore any Metadata or file data PDU received 
after the EOF (No error) PDU for the same transaction may be ignored.   

to: 
Upon receipt of an EOF (No error) PDU: 

• If file reception is deemed complete as explained in 4.1.6.1.2.8 above, the 
receiving CFDP entity shall issue a Notice of Completion (Completed). 

• Otherwise, a transaction-specific Check timer shall be started.  The timer 
shall have an implementation-specific expiry period, and there shall be an 
implementation-specific limit on the number of times the Check timer for 
any single transaction may expire.  When the timer expires, the receiving 
entity shall determine whether or not file reception is now deemed 
complete.  If so, the receiving entity shall issue a Notice of Completion 
(Completed).  Otherwise, if the Check timer expiration limit has been 
reached, then a Check Limit Reached fault shall be declared; otherwise the 
Check timer shall be reset. 

2.  In Table 5-5, add new condition code ‘1010’ (binary) meaning “Check limit reached” 
and reduce the range of reserved condition codes to ‘1011’ – ‘1101’. 



Remarks 

Because the proposed change pertains only to unacknowledged-mode CFDP, only the 
receiving entity is affected; the sending entity is not informed of actions taken by the 
receiving entity.  Therefore the operational success of a receiving entity in which this 
modification had been implemented would be indifferent to the sending entity’s 
compliance or non-compliance with the revised specification; the upgrade is fully 
backward compatible. 

A compliant receiving implementation would behave in a manner generally consistent 
with the original specification if the Check timer expiry period and expiration limit were 
both set to zero and the Check Limit Reached fault handler were set to Cancel: a Notice 
of Completion would be issued immediately upon receipt of the EOF.  The only 
difference would be that, in the event that any metadata or file data were missing at the 
time of EOF Reception, the condition code of the resulting Transaction-Finished 
indication would be Check Limit Reached rather than No Error.  That is, the information 
provided to the user application would be improved even in scenarios where the UT layer 
is a simple, non-retransmitting link. 

The existing NAK timer cycle mechanism can present some problems in operation.  
Because expiration of a NAK timer may result in the issuance of additional NAKs, the 
NAK timer expiry period must be chosen with care: premature expiration of the timer 
(after requested file data PDUs have been retransmitted but before they have arrived) can 
cause unnecessary retransmission and thus reduce link utilization efficiency.  In contrast, 
the Check timer cycle mechanism proposed here presents no such problems: by reducing 
the Check timer expiry period we might detect file completion (and thus deliver 
completed files) earlier but, because we are in unacknowledged mode, no unnecessary 
protocol traffic is produced in any case. 


